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More information on page 14…

St Bedes Ladies
Fellowship, Blyth, kindly
donated £900

Our new postal address
Northumbria Blood Bikes, Northumbria House, Abbey Road,
Pity Me, Durham, DH1 5FJ
Can you help?
Are you experienced in Graphic Design?
Do you have some free time to support with design work?
Are you professional and able to complete designs in a set time-frame?
Or maybe you’re looking to build on your portfolio
We have some things we want to produce and idea’s we want to develop but need some
willing volunteers. If you’re able to help please contact:
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publicity@northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk

Bishop Auckland Inner Wheel, donated £200, plus our speaker Steve Tulloch
enjoyed his roast dinner very much

Heavenly Delights
atand
St timely
Nicholas
CofE Cramlington,
raised
£235.
Well done all
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of those
involved and thank you!

Merchandise
Available from our friends at Red Dog
www.northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk/merchandise/reddog

Bag for Life with NBB logo
vinyl printed large to one
side.
£3.50

Zipped Hoodie with NBB logo
embroidered to left breast.
(Ladies & unisex available)
£22.50

Beanie in Black with NBB logo
embroidered to front.
£8.99

Black/Red/White Cap with
NBB Logo embroidered front
middle.
£10.00

Classic Canvas Shopper with
Northumbria Blood Bikes logo
vinyl printed large on one
side. (Also available in black).
£5.00

Hoodie with NBB logo
embroidered to left breast.
(Ladies & unisex available)
£20.00
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purchase will
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360 Challenge
Don’t forget that registrations are open for the second 360 Motorbike challenge.
With places limited and due to the popularity of last year’s event we recommend
you don’t delay entering.
You’re invited to participate in the 360 Motorbike Challenge on 22nd April.2017 in
support of Northumbria Blood Bikes. A ride not to be missed!
The route takes you to the furthest points of the Northumbria Blood Bikes
operational area, and will showcase some of the best areas Northumberland,
Durham, and Upper Teesdale have to offer - wild spectacular Landscapes, Moor and
Coast, something for everyone!
The event starts and finishes either at The Road House Grill Tyneside Auto Parc or
from Durham Tees Flight Training, Durham Tees Valley Airport from 8.00am
onwards.
Once signed in you will be given an event card to complete on the route.
A map will be available showing suggested roads to ride for spectacular views, but
there are also four locations which participants must visit to complete their event
card, which needs to be shown at the finish for you/your passenger to receive your
commemorative badge.
The entry fee for the event is £15.00 per rider or £20.00 if you also carry a
passenger. All participants who successfully complete the challenge will receive a
badge, and any individual who is successful in raising £360 or more will receive a
special award badge in recognition of their efforts.
There is also a special ELITE badge for the individual who raises the highest amount
of sponsorship for the event.
Note:
All participants who take part do so at their own risk; The ride is held on public
highways and all rules and regulations of the road must be strictly adhered to at all
times. The organisers would like to stress that the ride is not a race; it is a fund
raising treasure hunt ride to help with the running of the Northumbria Blood Bikes.

www.northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk/360Challenge2017
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Regular Donors…
Northumbria Blood Bikes relies entirely on the kindness, generosity and
general good will of the public, be that by corporate sponsorship,
collections at static locations, or donations. However, we don’t currently
have a great number of individuals who wish to donate on a regular basis
so we’d like to change that. Over the coming year, we are looking to you
for your help.
Can you spare a small amount of money (or a large one), on a regular basis,
as a donation to NBB? We’d like to hear the resounding ‘yes’. We are
looking to have people subscribe to donations every month, for an amount
of as little as £1. For those who are able to donate, through Virgin Money
Giving, as a regular payment, we will be very grateful. For everybody who
signs up to donate, in return, you will receive our regular newsletter, and
after 3 months of regular payments, you will receive a gift of NBB
merchandise. We’d love to have you on board as a supporter, so please
consider signing up as a regular donor:

www.northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk/vmg
For those who already give regularly through Virgin Money Giving please
note that you will need to update your card details due to their system
update.

Want to host your own collection?
Then why don’t you request a collection tin.
Whether you’re holding a coffee morning,
cake sale, race night or looking for a new
workplace charity we would love to hear
from you. Just contact us via:
fundraising@northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk
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Five Blood Bike groups, 260 miles and 9 litres
of frozen breast milk safely delivered
On Friday 10th February Northumbria Blood Bikes transported human milk for the first
time, taking part in a 260 mile relay that involved 5 Blood Bike groups across the
country. The whole run was carried out by unpaid volunteers, who give their time
freely to help make a difference to the lives of others.
The story starts earlier in the week when Northumbria Blood Bikes were contacted by
the North West Human Milk Bank based in Cheshire. They explained that a lady in
Northumberland had 9 litres of frozen breast milk that she was donating. The donated
milk needed to make its way to the North West Human Milk Bank in Cheshire as there
is no Human Milk Bank in the North East of England.
The Human Milk bank explained that breast milk gives babies the best start possible in
life but sometimes there are reasons why the mum of a new-born, particularly a
premature baby, cannot breastfeed herself. The mum might be physically unable to
breastfeed due to illness, or perhaps needs help to establish her milk supply in the first
few days after having a premature baby.
Northumbria Blood Bikes agreed to arrange a relay, using the nationwide network of
volunteer Blood Bike groups, to transport the milk to them. We contacted our friends
at Cumbria Blood Bikes, North West Blood Bikes - Lancs and Lakes and Merseyside,
Cheshire Blood Bikes and Bloodrun EVS. They all agreed to help get the vital breast milk
to Cheshire.
The first challenge was to get one of the special boxes needed to carry the frozen milk.
The North West Human Milk Bank agreed to provide one so our friends at Merseyside
and Cheshire Blood Bikes picked it up and with the support of a local haulage firm, it
was transported to Teesside overnight. Our friends at Bloodrun EVS who provide a
volunteer service to the Teesside area, agreed to collect the box and relay it to us.
Unfortunately, an unexpected problem at the haulage company meant the box wasn’t
there when Mac Watson the Bloodrun volunteer went to collect it. However, that
wasn’t going to stop Mac getting the vital box we needed. A few phone calls, a couple
of hours and 50 miles later Mac had the box in his possession. Mac then relayed it to a
Northumbria Blood Bike volunteer. Everything was set for the run.
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Continued on the next page…
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At 09:00 on Friday 10th February Rob Wilks, a volunteer rider/driver and committee
member of Northumbria Blood Bikes, collected the milk from the donor in
Northumberland and transported it to the Hexham General Hospital. At Hexham
General he handed the milk over to John Cruse a volunteer with Cumbria Blood Bikes.
John transported the milk to Southwaite Services on the M6. At Southwaite Services
John met up with Brian Lord a volunteer with North West Blood Bikes – Lancs & Lakes.
Brian transported the milk to Forton Services. At Forton Services Brian met up with
fellow Lancs & Lakes volunteer Martin Smith. Martin then transported the milk to
Charnock Richards Services.At Charnock Richards Services Martin met up with Robin
Gartland a volunteer with Merseyside & Cheshire Blood Bikes. Robin transported the
milk on its final leg of the journey, delivering it safely to the North West Human Milk
Bank in Cheshire at 13:55.
Photographs on the next page are of:
Rob Wilks – Northumbria Blood Bikes (white blood car)
John Cruse – Blood Bikes Cumbria (red blood car)
John Cruse – Blood Bikes Cumbria and Brian Lord – North West Blood Bikes Lancs and
Lakes (blood bike and police van in background)
Robin Gartland – Merseyside and Cheshire Blood Bikes (blood bike by rider)
No photograph of Martin Smith the other North West Blood Bikes volunteer who took
part or of Mac Watson from Bloodrun EVS
Since the milk run took place we have had mother’s contacting us to ask how they too
can donate. For more information please visit: www.northwesthmb.org.uk
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The story of Richard Scholfield – one of the founding members of NBB
As told by our former chair Peter Robertson:
“Richard Scholfield was one of the original group of, I think, 11 who got together in September
2012 and decided to form Northumbria Blood Bikes. Once that decision had been made they
went around the table and everybody identified which role they felt they were best fitted to carry
out / wanted to do.
Chris Ryan said he'd like to be Treasurer and that was agreed. When we got to Richard he said
they he really fancied the Treasurer role as he had some experience. However, he said he
wouldn't push that as Chris had already volunteered, so he offered to become our Hospital
Liaison lead which was accepted. Indicating his flexibility and willing to get stuck in and do what
was needed.
At that meeting no decision was needed to fill the Fleet Manager position as we didn't have any
vehicles, so not a priority! Richard then did a lot of work identifying the hospitals we should
prioritise and the personnel there that we should try to contact. Then when that was agreed,
contacting them, arranging meetings and beginning the negotiations that led to the work we do
now.
After about 6 months we managed to afford our first bike, second hand of course. So the issue of
who would be Fleet Manager came back, one bike, not much work(!), Richard kindly offered to
take it on, that was also accepted.
Some months later Chris Ryan had to pull out so we needed a new Treasurer as Richard had
originally volunteered for the role after one conversation asking him if he'd take it on - of course
he said "yes".
He had three roles, not perfect but many folk in other groups have more than one role, then not
least through Richard’s efforts, we got busier and busier and each of his roles grew and grew. At
this point he pulled back on the Hospital Liaison role and we recruited a newish member Sean to
it.
In short he basically created all three of those roles for NBB, In those areas and beyond we
wouldn't be as large, well organised, and if I'm allowed to say anywhere near as successful
without his efforts in just one of them, let alone all three.”

Many thanks to Richard for his work over the founding years and we wish
you the very best!
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joined as a member – Kirsty Lawrence

Committee changes…
The whole committee is sad to see Tegan stand down from her role as the
charity secretary but we thank her for everything she has done for the
charity, and committee, while in post. We are glad that Tegan will still be
involved with the controller training sessions and support for those taking on
that role.

New committee members…
Following on from the news that Richard was standing down from the Fleet
Manager role on the committee, and asking for volunteers to take his place,
We’re pleased to say that we have a replacement.
Firstly, many thanks to all those who put themselves forward. Graham Moor,
Steve Rawlings and Rob Wilks offered their time to talk to those interested
about the role so thanks to them too.
The person the committee has agreed to appoint as Fleet Manager is Alan
Johnson (from Spennymoor). We have also agreed to appoint Paul Gilligan
as Fleet assistant. Thank you to them both and welcome to the team.

Secretary
We are now accepting applications for the vacant Secretary position. Any
member interested in taking on the role of Secretary should write to Barry
Bullas MBE (chair@northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk) expressing their interest
by midnight on Sunday 19th March. Please provide information on past
experience in related positions and any relevant knowledge and skills that
you possess. If you would like to discuss the role further Barry will be more
than happy to discuss it with you.
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You granted our wish…
The results have been
announced for The Evening
Chronicle Wish Tokens. Many
thanks to everyone who
contributed to our total of
36,416 tokens. For our first
year of taking part we are
over the moon that we made
it into the top 10 and we will
receive £437.31 share of the
total.
Your support is greatly
appreciated!

Hassra Lighthouse
Viewand
Sports
and Social
Club blood
presented
with a cheque
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for an amazing £2220.

Some of our members recently attended the Twisted Sprockets pre-season prom and
were delighted to be presented with an award – for Outstanding Contribution –
Thank you!

Budding Shift Controllers…
For any of our members that would like to attend the next training session make a note in
your diary, no it’s not an April fool, Saturday 1st April from 12.30pm until 3pm. The session
will be held after the monthly induction session at Northumbria University. This is a
classroom based session for new shift controllers or those who'd like refresher training.
You do need to register your attendance via our website, login required;
Members > forms > register for shift controller training

Not currently a member but interested in the role of a shift controller?
You will work from home answering calls from hospitals and passing them on to our riders
and drivers. You will keep track of the riders, making sure they have reached their
destination and made it back to base safely. Calls are automatically diverted to your number
when you are on shift.

Sign up today for any of our volunteering roles via our website:
Providing
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Staff at Greggs, Balliol Park Industrial Estate, chose us as their charity of the year for 2016. The
colleagues have raised enough to fuel our full fleet for one month.
After a year of fundraising through coffee mornings, cake sales and a TUC shop the staff proudly
handed over a cheque for £3,569. Another ingenious way they raised funds was through selling
car parking spaces to employees to have a space near to the building. All their hard work has paid
off and the money raised will go towards helping Northumbria Blood Bikes to save lives.
Rachael Dorward, Greggs PLC Product & Process Development, said: “Supporting local charities
has always been a passion for Balliol, especially when that charity is made up of volunteers giving
up their own time to provide help to others. This is so true of Northumbria Blood Bikes, their
continued support and dedication to the NHS is humbling – this is just one of the reasons they
were chosen as our Charity of The Year 2016. We always try to find new and exciting ways to
fundraise and last year brought about more than we have ever organised before; coffee
mornings, Easter egg competitions, raffles, a monthly lottery syndicate, bake sales, craft making
and selling as well as the introduction of an all-proceeds to charity on site TUC shop which has
been a huge success.
It effective
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Our weekend collection at Tesco Newcastle
Extra raised a fantastic £1241.07

George Young,
who just happened to be on shift whilst we were at Tesco, popped along
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to present us with an amazing
from the Widows Sons MBA

The early results of a new trial using
plasma onboard the region’s great north
Air Ambulances has seen yet more
“unexpected survivors”
The trial, which builds on the life-saving ‘Blood on Board’ technique, saw the Great
North Air Ambulance Service (GNAAS) carry defrosted fresh frozen plasma on board
one of its aircraft for the first time, in May last year.
Following a review of five months’ data, the trial’s early results demonstrate what
the region’s trauma experts had hoped for. That carrying plasma as well as blood on
the GNAAS aircraft would save even more lives.
Dr Rachel Hawes, an experienced GNAAS aircrew doctor and Consultant in
Anesthesia & Pre-Hospital Emergency Medicine at Newcastle’s Royal Victoria
Infirmary (RVI), brought ‘Blood on Board’ to the North of England in 2015. She
explains the importance of these new results.
“We’re delighted to see evidence that using fresh frozen plasma alongside red blood
cell transfusions, when stabilising patients with life threatening injuries, has had such
a positive impact. Across the first five months of the new trial we have seen three
unexpected survivors which is fantastic news.
Dr Hawes adds: “In fact we treated 36 patients using the blood on board technique
during these five months – this compares to 37 throughout the whole of our first year
practicing ‘Blood on Board’. This shows how much this new approach has become
routine practice when needed, and means that major trauma patients are alive today
because of the rapid transfusions they received at the scene of their accident.”
Plasma provides vital clotting components to help blood clots to form and to stop
bleeding. Before the introduction of plasma, patients would be stabilised using blood
transfusions by the GNAAS air doctor, and then receive plasma on arrival at a Major
Trauma Centre.
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However, on arrival in A&E a third of patients with severe bleeding were no longer
able to form blood clots normally, leaving them in a condition known as
coagulopathy – they hadn’t been able to produce enough of their own blood clots to
keep up with the bleeding and so the bleeding had spiraled out of control.
Giving a more balanced transfusion, using equal volumes of red blood cells and
plasma, has now been shown to prevent this from happening, and furthermore has
thrown up an expected surprise benefit for critically injured patients.
Dr Hawes explains: “We always hoped the balanced transfusion technique would
mean more patients arriving at hospital with their bleeding under control and
minimal abnormal clotting. What we didn’t expect to see was that these patients
then required fewer transfusions in hospital.”
Dr Hawes adds: “We are delighted to be in a position to provide the most up to date,
clinical techniques, giving our patients the best possible chance of survival.”
GNAAS, which is planning to build a regional Centre of Medical Excellence to enable
more research projects, teamed up with Newcastle Hospitals, blood bikes charities in
Northumbria and Cumbria and the Henry Surtees Foundation to become one of the
very first air ambulance charities in the UK to carry plasma as well as blood onboard.
On a daily basis, a volunteer from both Northumbria Blood Bikes and Blood Bikes
Cumbria collect a cool box – donated by the Henry Surtees Foundation - from the
RVI’s Blood Laboratories. The cool boxes are then transported to the two GNAAS
airfields – Durham Tees Valley Airport and Langwathby, near Penrith.
The cool boxes keep two units of blood and two units of plasma cool for up to 48
hours and if not used, they are returned to the RVI to be used during surgery and
other procedures in the hospital.
Dr Hawes adds: “None of this life-saving work would be possible without our
partnership with our Blood Bike colleagues and the Henry Surtees Foundation. And
of course we extend huge thanks to the public who raise huge amounts of money
every single day
to help us give more and more people the best possible chance of
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surviving life-threatening injuries.”

The Statistics:
During the five month trial:
376 cool boxes were prepared and
delivered split 50:50 with blood and
blood + plasma
36 patients received ‘blood on
board’
3 patients who survived were
“unexpected survivors”
50% of patients were involved a road
traffic accident; 15% had had a
serious fall and 12.5% were victims
of stabbings
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Some very sad news. Many will be aware that Northumbria Blood Bikes are just one of the blood bikes
effective and timely transportation of essential blood and medical products
groups who haveProviding
benefited
from John's
hard work through the Henry Surtees Foundation. They have
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provided support for the blood on board work with The Great North Air Ambulance Service. RIP John.
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Member’s information…
From Steve Rawlings:
As the cold weather has almost gone and spring is upon us, I have kept my promise to
all you southerners, and in agreement with Alan Johnson our new Fleet Manager, will
be moving the Yeti from Backworth back to Spennymoor.
In the short term we are moving the Kangoo to Backworth, so that we still have a
vehicle on the north side should anyone still want to use it for a shift.
These changes will be made to the OLRS on Sunday 12th March, however the vehicles
will not be moved until Tuesday 14th March.... Unless we have a volunteer prepared to
do it on the Sunday.
In the meantime we are currently in discussion for a new base for both the Kangoo
and the Bike trailer, the base is at Quorum Business Park, not far from Freeman
Hospital. Once this has been confirmed and a procedure written then I will notify you
of the details.

Recognition Badges
For the first time ever NBB are awarding recognition badges to riders, drivers, and
coordinators. The badges are Bronze, Silver and Gold and are awarded on the number
of shifts completed.
Using historic data kindly gathered by Barry Bullas and Mike Thompson, we are able to
go all the way back to when NBB went live. The badges are our way of saying "thank
you" to members for their dedication and commitment, which has helped to make our
charity the success it is today.
The badges will be awarded at each open meeting, so if you haven't been awarded one
this time, then keep putting the shifts and hopefully you will qualify for one at the next
meeting. We are also hoping that in the future we can include fundraising shifts, once
we can work out how to extract the information.
Keep up the good work; you know I appreciate every shift you do.
effective and timely transportation of essential blood and medical products
Steve RawlingsProviding
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Don’t forget…Our Quarterly Open Meeting
Thursday 16th March from 7pm until around 9pm. This is your chance to meet other
members and find out what's going on with the charity. Held at Greenside social club,
Lead Road, Greenside, Ryton, NE40 4SR. Guest speakers and the first of our recognition
badges.
On-Call Clinician
Those who are operational members will have received an email about the new on-call
clinician trial that starts from Monday 13th March 2017. The procedure can be found in
the online member’s handbook, reference: ROTA012. Any questions about this please
contact Steve Rawlings.
From ICT:
Shift Controllers should watch out for a change to the account details for the Hospital
Hotline. We're arranging a change with Virtually Local to accommodate the regular
password change but also to change the user name. Once the change is made and
ready to go there'll be further details but I'd just like to warn everybody that it is
coming.
We need to perform a maintenance update to the website. We will minimise the
website downtime but the website will be unavailable from 9am on Thursday 23rd
March possibly until 5pm.

New riders...

New drivers...

John Carroll

Joanne Hudson
Ian Macneish
Paul Simmons

Assessment rides...

Assessment drives...

Andy Lee
Ronnie Paton
Paul Paterson
Paul
Paterson
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FUTURE EVENTS FOR YOUR DIARY:
Lots of things happening, and we need your help to support them! If you can help, even if only for a couple of
hours, please contact us….information is at the bottom of this page. NBB members can register their attendance
for most of these events on our website (login required).
March
Thursday

16th

Quarterly Open Meeting 19:00 until 21:00
Held at Greenside social club, Lead Road, Greenside, Ryton, NE40 4SR

March

March

Saturday

Sunday

18th

19th

March

March

Saturday

Sunday

25th
April
Saturday

1st
April

Saturday

1st

26th

Tesco Hexham Extra 09:00 until 17:00 and 10:00 until 16:00
Door collection (Full details on the event calendar login and volunteers
required)

Dobbies Ponteland 09:00 until 17:00 and 10:00 until 16:00
Door collection as charity of the year – probably lots of cake
consumed by volunteers while they keep Thomas the Tank company
(Full details on the event calendar login and volunteers required)

Northumbria University - Ellison Building City Campus Newcastle - Room EB113B 09:00 until 12:00
April's induction for all new and prospective members.
Prospective riders, drivers and shift controllers - please bring along your passport or other evidence of
your right to work in the UK.
Northumbria University - Ellison Building City Campus Newcastle - Room EB113B 12:30 until 15:00
Classroom based session for new shift controllers or those who'd like refresher training (Register your
attendance via our website, login required, Members > Forms > Register to attend shift controller training)

Plus numerous talks throughout the month – if you’re a registered speaker, or still in training, please take a
look at the events calendar and contact talks@northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk to register your attendance

www.northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk

FUNDRAISING HOTLINE:

facebook.com/northumbriabloodbikes

0191 364 3113

twitter.com/northumbriabb
linkedin.com/company/2866951

- for any opportunities to
increase our funding through
sponsorship, locations for
collecting tins, supermarket
events etc…
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